Genetic basis of Cowden syndrome and its implications for clinical practice and risk management
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Abstract: Cowden syndrome (CS) is an often difficult to recognize hereditary cancer predisposition syndrome caused by mutations in phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10 (PTEN). In addition to conferring increased cancer risks, CS also predisposes individuals to developing hamartomatous growths in many areas of the body. Due to the rarity of CS, estimates vary on the penetrance of certain phenotypic features, such as macrocephaly and skin findings (trichilemmomas, mucocutaneous papules), as well as the conferred lifetime cancer risks. To address this variability, separate clinical diagnostic criteria and PTEN testing guidelines have been created to assist clinicians in the diagnosis of CS. As knowledge of CS increases, making larger studies of affected patients possible, these criteria continue to be refined. Similarly, the management guidelines for cancer screening and risk reduction in patients with CS continue to be updated. This review will summarize the current literature on CS to assist clinicians in staying abreast of recent advances in CS knowledge, diagnostic approaches, and management.
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Introduction

Cowden syndrome (CS), along with Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome, is part of the phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10 (PTEN) hamartoma tumor syndrome (PHTS), a disorder primarily predisposing an affected individual to hamartomatous growths and malignancy in multiple organ systems. Increased risks associated with CS include female breast, endometrial, thyroid, colon, and renal cancers. While malignancies associated with CS are generally considered to be adult-onset, some of the other phenotypic features associated with PHTS can be recognized in childhood. CS is a rare condition, affecting approximately one in 200,000 individuals worldwide, although this number may be an underestimate.1 Due to its phenotypic variability, CS can present a dilemma for clinicians, and affected individuals often undergo numerous medical evaluations before a diagnosis is made. Germline mutations in the PTEN gene are known to cause CS. However, studies have shown great variability, with PTEN mutation detection rates ranging from 11% to 80% for patients meeting the clinical diagnostic criteria set forth in 1996.2-4 In this paper, we review the genetics of CS, its associated cancer risks and other clinical manifestations, approaches to diagnosing CS, and current risk management recommendations for patients.

Genetic basis

CS was first recognized as a distinct clinical entity in 1963; however, causative mutations in PTEN were not linked to CS until 1997.5,6 The protein product of PTEN functions
as a tumor suppressor through its lipid phosphatase activity regulating the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway.\textsuperscript{7,8} Loss of PTEN function results in a downstream effect of increased cell proliferation and survival, leading to tumorigenesis.\textsuperscript{9} Somatic PTEN mutations are found in a variety of cancers, including breast and endometrial cancers and melanoma.\textsuperscript{9–11} However, germline PTEN mutations are rare in individuals with these cancers and additional phenotypic features associated with PHTS are almost always identified in these cases.\textsuperscript{4,12}

Within families, PTEN mutations are passed on in an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Thus each child of an individual with a molecular diagnosis of CS has a 50% chance of having CS as well. As many as 45% of cases of CS may be due to de novo PTEN mutations.\textsuperscript{13} A much smaller number of cases are believed to be due to PTEN mutation mosaicism.\textsuperscript{14,15} It has been postulated that some cases of CS previously thought to be de novo could have resulted from mosaicism in a parent.\textsuperscript{14} De novo and mosaic cases of CS may lack a suggestive family history and therefore add to the diagnostic difficulty of this condition.

Given that a significant proportion of individuals meeting clinical diagnostic criteria for Cowden syndrome do not have a detectable PTEN mutation, other genetic causes for CS are also being explored. Germline mutations in SDHB, SDHC, and SDHD have been identified in some individuals meeting clinical diagnostic criteria for CS (or having CS-like features).\textsuperscript{16,17} Mutations in these three genes are known to cause hereditary pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma syndrome. While paraganglioma and pheochromocytoma are not typical malignancies associated with CS, the two conditions share increased risks for thyroid and renal cancers.\textsuperscript{16,17} Hypermethylation of the KILLN promoter has also been detected in some individuals meeting clinical CS criteria or having CS-like features.\textsuperscript{18} This is particularly notable as KILLN and PTEN are expected to share the same promoter. Many of the studies examining the potential role of the SDH genes and KILLN in CS were completed before the recent revisions to the clinical diagnostic criteria for CS. Therefore, it will be important to determine how many individuals with dysfunction in these CS candidate genes meet the revised clinical criteria.

Cancer risks and clinical manifestations

Breast

Adenocarcinoma of the breast is the most common malignancy seen among women with CS. The lifetime breast cancer risk estimate has typically been reported to be between 25% and 50% for women with CS (Table 1).\textsuperscript{1,19} However, some recent studies have postulated a higher lifetime risk for breast cancer, ranging from 77% to 85%.\textsuperscript{20,21} These recent studies are complicated by ascertainment bias to varying degrees, so as with many of the lifetime cancer risk estimates associated with CS, the exact risks continue to be debated in the literature.\textsuperscript{22} CS predisposes affected females to develop premenopausal breast cancer and the risk appears to start increasing around age 30 years.\textsuperscript{20} Bilateral breast cancer risk is also increased in CS, with the risk of a second primary breast cancer in affected women still unknown.\textsuperscript{1,21} Of the 23 women in Bubien et al’s\textsuperscript{23} study cohort with pathogenic PTEN mutations who developed breast cancer, nearly half were diagnosed with a contralateral breast cancer.\textsuperscript{22} To date, only two cases of male breast cancer have been reported in individuals diagnosed with CS.\textsuperscript{23} In addition, germline PTEN mutations account for relatively few cases of familial breast cancer.\textsuperscript{4,24,25}

A recent study by Banneau et al examined 15 breast cancers from women with germline PTEN mutations. The average age of breast cancer onset among these 15 women was 42 (range 27–59) years.\textsuperscript{26} This is in line with previous estimates of the average age of breast cancer onset being between 38 and 46 years in women with CS.\textsuperscript{1} Of these 15 breast cancers, four were of the invasive apocrine histologic type, eight were invasive ductal carcinoma, one was ductal carcinoma in situ, one was invasive lobular carcinoma, and one was micropapillary carcinoma.\textsuperscript{26} Eleven of the 15 breast cancers were estrogen receptor-positive.\textsuperscript{26} Looking at the gene expression signature of these tumors, their findings suggest that CS predisposes to the development of breast cancer with apocrine features.\textsuperscript{26} Additional molecular and histologic profiling of breast cancers associated with CS may lead to more targeted treatments and chemoprevention measures for affected patients.

While benign breast findings such as fibrocystic breast disease and fibroadenomas have been long considered part of the CS phenotype, recent analysis has called into question
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whether or not these findings are truly more prevalent in CS compared with the general population. Therefore, these findings have been excluded from the more recently published diagnostic criteria for CS.

**Gynecological**

Endometrial cancer is the only known gynecologic cancer significantly associated with CS. Reported lifetime risks for endometrial cancer in CS range from 5% to 28%. The risk for endometrial cancer appears to start around age 25. However, two case reports of endometrial cancer in adolescence have been reported in individuals with CS, with both patients having germline PTEN mutations. Germline mutations appear to be rare in sporadic endometrial cancers. In one study, a consecutive series of 240 patients with endometrial cancer diagnosed at a single institution were evaluated for germline mutations in PTEN and no deleterious mutations were identified.

Endometrial cancer occurring prior to age 50 years is a feature commonly seen in families with a different hereditary cancer syndrome known as Lynch syndrome. As Lynch syndrome is far more common than CS, routine screening of all endometrial cancer specimens for Lynch syndrome has been initiated at certain hospitals across the USA. The reported instances of strikingly early-onset endometrial cancer in CS should remind clinicians to think beyond Lynch syndrome when evaluating these patients.

Two cases of ovarian tumors (one dyserminoma and one cystadenoma) have been reported in women with CS. Unlike the much more common hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome, the risk of ovarian cancer does not appear to be significantly elevated in CS.

Nonmalignant findings, such as uterine fibroids and genitourinary malformations, have long been thought to be associated with CS. Further review of the recent literature suggests that these features may not be significantly more common in CS than in the general population.

**Thyroid**

Benign thyroid findings, including multiple thyroid adenomas and goiter, as well as nonmedullary thyroid cancer, are seen with increased frequency in individuals with CS (Table 2). Prior lifetime risk estimates ranged from 3% to 10% for nonmedullary thyroid cancer in CS. Tan et al estimated a 35% lifetime risk for epithelial thyroid cancer in CS patients, although this number may be inflated due to ascertainment bias. Milas et al reported thyroid cancer in 32 of 225 (14%) patients with CS and confirmed PTEN mutations. Bubien et al reported seeing thyroid cancer in 24 of 140 (17%) CS patients with PTEN mutations. The average age of thyroid cancer onset in CS is in the late 30s to early 40s. However, childhood-onset thyroid cancer has also been reported in individuals with PTEN mutations. Recent studies support follicular thyroid cancer being the characteristic histopathology seen among CS-related thyroid malignancies, although papillary thyroid cancers are also common. CS does not appear to account for a substantial number of thyroid cancer cases in the absence of additional phenotypic features. A 2011 study examined 259 consecutive thyroid cancer cases, of which only two (0.8%) were found to have PTEN mutations. Of note, both cases were of the follicular type.

Benign thyroid disease has been estimated to occur in 50%–70% of individuals with CS. In a 2013 study by Bubien et al, multinodular goiter was documented in 62% of patients, while thyroid adenomas were seen in 23% (Table 2). From the cohort of PTEN study patients at the Cleveland Clinic, 17 of 64 (27%) PTEN mutation-positive patients with CS had Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and 47 of 64 (73%) had a thyroid goiter. Laury et al examined 20 individuals with CS/Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome with available thyroid evaluation records/biopsies, and found 75% had multiple adenomatous thyroid nodules, 55% had thyroiditis, and 55% had C-cell hyperplasia.

**Gastrointestinal**

CS is considered one of the quintessential hamartomatous polyposis syndromes and is characterized by a variety of different polyp types that occur throughout the entire gastrointestinal tract. Colonic polyposis may also be the first sign of CS.
The variability in colon polyp types in CS is remarkable and includes hamartomas (these are often juvenile although unspecified hamartomatous polyps also occur), hyperplastic, sessile serrated, ganglioneuromas, adenomas, lipomas, leiomyomas, lymphoid, and inflammatory polyps. Many of these polyp types also occur in the stomach. Evidence now supports that CS is associated with an increased risk for colorectal cancer. Esophageal polyps in CS are glycogenic acanthosis. Glycogenic acanthosis in addition to gastrointestinal polyps is considered by some to be pathognomonic for CS; however, these would not be considered diagnostic by themselves using the updated criteria.

**Colorectal**

In one study, 67 patients with PTEN mutations underwent at least one colonoscopy and 62 (93%) were found to have colorectal polyps (Table 2). Hyperplastic polyps were the most common, followed by hamartomatous, ganglioneuromatous, adenomatous, and inflammatory polyps. Other polyp types include leiomyomas, lipomas, lymphoid, hyperplastic, and sessile serrated polyps. Colonic polyps numbering in the hundreds may also occur in CS. The risk of colorectal cancer is also increased in CS and may occur at young ages. The lifetime risk of colorectal cancer in CS is currently estimated to be from 9% to 16% (Table 1).

In a large study of 603 individuals with moderate colonic polyp loads (five or more polyps) and varied histologic types (one or more hamartomatous or hyperplastic/serrated polyps), 13 (2%) were found to have PTEN mutations. Individuals with ganglioneuromas or more than two histologic types of polyps were significantly more likely to have a PTEN mutation.

**Upper gastrointestinal**

Limited data are available regarding the upper gastrointestinal phenotype in CS. Of 39 patients with CS who underwent at least one esophagogastroduodenoscopy, 26 (67%) had upper gastrointestinal polyps within the esophagus, stomach, and/or duodenum. Glycogenic acanthosis was found in eight (21%) of these individuals. In another study, all ten individuals with CS who underwent at least one esophagogastroduodenoscopy had gastric (mostly hyperplastic) polyps and nine (90%) had duodenal polyps, three of which had confirmed adenomas. Eight (80%) of these individuals also had glycogenic acanthosis and five of these were classified as having severe acanthosis.

Gastric cancers have been reported in three males with CS, including a 67-year-old with signet ring cell gastric adenocarcinoma arising in a large hyperplastic/hamartomatous polyp, a 73-year-old with synchronous gastric adenocarcinomas arising from an adenomatous polyp, and a 52-year-old with gastric adenocarcinoma. A gastrointestinal stromal tumor of the jejunum was reported in one case, meeting clinical criteria for CS but no PTEN mutation was found.

**Renal**

A personal history of renal cell carcinoma is one of the minor criteria included in the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN Guidelines®) Clinical Practice Guidelines In Oncology for Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Breast and Ovarian, for genetic testing of CS. The risk of renal cell carcinoma in individuals with a PTEN mutation was previously reported as unknown. However, a recent study from the Cleveland Clinic reported that the lifetime renal cell carcinoma risk may be as high as 34%. Shuch et al recently reported that almost 17% (four of 24 patients) of their National Institutes of Health study cohort from 2008 to 2011 with a germline PTEN mutation had a personal history of renal cell carcinoma while none of them had a reported family history of this cancer. Three of these patients were reported to have had solitary renal lesions (two with papillary type 1 and one with clear cell carcinoma) while one presented with bilateral chromophobe renal cell carcinoma. Both of these studies have ascertainment biases, so further research is needed to clarify the incidence of renal cancer in CS.

**Skin**

While particular mucocutaneous lesions are rare in the general population, certain dermatologic findings, including multiple trichilemmomas, oral papilloma, and acral keratosis, are often the initial indicator for dermatologists to seek out a high-risk genetics evaluation of CS for their patients. These lesions are identified in many patients with a germline PTEN mutation, although early prevalence estimates may be inflated due to the original focus on dermatologic manifestations in the diagnostic work-up for CS.

Mucocutaneous lesions have been reported as presenting predominantly in the second decade of life. However, clinical judgment should be used in determining the clinical criterion for CS with regard to skin findings, as a sufficient body of research is not currently available to accurately describe the number of lesions necessary to raise suspicion. Trichilemmomas, when seen in multiples (three or more lesions) in particular, are one of the hallmark features of CS, making it a highly suspicious clinical indicator of CS. Trichilemmomas are a benign hamartoma of the outer sheath...
of hair follicles that are most often located on the face in individuals with a PTEN mutation. Prior studies suggest that these trichilemmomas may also be present in other areas, such as the hairline, neck, axillae, and hands. Trichilemmomas may mimic other more common dermatologic findings, such as viral warts or cornu cutaneum. Therefore, it is recommended that at least one lesion suspicious for trichilemmoma be confirmed via biopsy. Studies have reported varying degrees of prevalence of trichilemmoma in patients with CS, ranging from 6% to 38%. The true penetrance of these lesions is unclear, because not all studies have involved confirmation of trichilemmoma pathology by a formal dermatologic evaluation and/or biopsy (Table 2).

Other clinically significant dermatologic features of CS include oral papilloma and benign acral keratosis. Acral keratotic lesions can occur on the dorsal feet or hands. They are also generally identified on the palmoplantar surfaces, mimicking the appearance of warts. The age of onset and penetrance of these lesions is still unknown. Finally, macular pigmentation of the glans penis is a major diagnostic criterion for CS in male patients; the prevalence is unclear, but recent studies have reported finding genital pigmentation in 46%-54% of their male patients with PTEN mutations. Current major criteria related to skin lesions warranting genetic testing for CS according to the NCCN guidelines include: one biopsy-proven trichilemmoma, multiple palmo-plantar keratosis, multifocal or extensive oral mucosal papillomatosis, and multiple cutaneous facial papules (often verrucous). Minor dermatologic criteria for genetic testing include the presence of lipomas and testicular lipomatosis. It is important to note that lipomas are also seen in approximately 30%-40% of patients with CS.

Finally, the lifetime risk for cutaneous melanoma has not been reported in individuals with a known PTEN mutation, although various case reports have suggested its association with this syndrome. Recent data have supported a projected lifetime risk of 6% for melanoma in individuals with a germline PTEN mutation (Table 1). It has been suggested that additional research is still needed before adding melanoma to the diagnostic criteria for this syndrome.

Brain/cognitive

Macrocephaly

Macrocephaly is one of the most consistent features of CS (Table 2). It is typically defined as having a head circumference two or more standard deviations above the mean. A recent study from France looking at patients with documented PTEN mutations identified macrocephaly in 113 of 122 (93%) patients. Likewise, a 2011 study from the Cleveland Clinic examining 161 patients with PTEN mutations found that 152 (94%) patients had macrocephaly. In their cohort, the average adult female head circumference was measured at 60 cm, while the average male head circumference was 62.8 cm. The high incidence of macrocephaly in CS patients further emphasizes the importance of routine measurement of occipital-frontal circumference when evaluating a patient for CS.

Lhermitte-Duclos disease

Lhermitte-Duclos disease (LDD) is a dysplastic gangliocytoma of the cerebellum, ie, a hamartomatous growth in the brain. Symptoms of LDD include ataxia, seizures, headaches, and vision disturbance. Frequency estimates have ranged from 2% to 15% among CS study cohorts and cases reported in the literature. The frequency of LDD in CS is unclear because routine screening for LDD is not generally recommended for asymptomatic individuals. A 2005 study looked at brain magnetic resonance imaging findings from 20 individuals with CS, none of whom reported clinical symptoms of LDD. Three of the 20 (15%) patients were found to have LDD. All 20 patients met clinical diagnostic criteria for CS, 16 of whom also had an identifiable PTEN mutation via sequencing. Onset of LDD in individuals with CS is typically in adulthood, although a few pediatric onset cases have been reported. Cases of meningioma occurring in individuals with CS have also been reported, but it is unclear if the incidence in CS is truly higher than what would be expected in the general population.

Cognitive impairment

Varying degrees of cognitive impairment have been reported in individuals with CS, ranging from no detectable impairment to the presence of autism spectrum disorder, developmental delay, or mental retardation (Table 2). Developmental delay or mental retardation has been reported in up to 20% of CS patients. Among 144 PTEN mutation-positive patients with appropriate clinical records, Bubien et al identified 15 patients (10%) with mental retardation with or without a diagnosis of autism. Some children whose only features of PHTS appear to be macrocephaly and autism have also been found to have pathogenic PTEN mutation. It is unclear whether or not more features consistent with CS will emerge in these children as they age.
Vascular
Certain types of vascular malformations have also been seen in individuals with CS, including arteriovenous malformations and hemangiomas (Table 2). Bubien et al reported finding vascular malformations in 48 (35%) of their 136 patients with PTEN mutations and sufficient documentation.21 In a 2005 brain magnetic resonance imaging study by Lok et al, vascular malformations in the brain were identified in six of 20 patients with CS, including venous angiomas and two cavernous angiomas.31

Clinical evaluation and genetic counseling
Having access to a multidisciplinary team of specialists (ie, genetics, gastroenterology, dermatology, neurology) can be of great value when evaluating a patient for CS. The clinical evaluation should include genetic counseling, review of medical and family history, and a physical examination. Two sets of guidelines are available to assist in this assessment, ie, clinical diagnostic criteria for CS and PTEN genetic testing criteria.

Clinical diagnostic criteria for CS were first proposed in 1996 by the International Cowden Syndrome Consortium.55 These criteria were revised in 2000, and features such as LDD and autism were later included.52,56 The most recent revisions proposed by Pilarski et al were prompted by the significant number of individuals who met the prior diagnostic criteria primarily based on features common in the general population; these individuals were also frequently found not to have PTEN mutations (ie, women with breast and thyroid cancer but no other features).22 By making the diagnostic criteria more stringent, the number of PTEN mutations identified in individuals meeting these criteria is expected to increase. The newly proposed criteria are summarized in Table 3, and have also been recently incorporated into the 2014 NCCN guidelines on CS/PHTS.42 Performing PTEN genetic testing in an individual who already meets the clinical diagnostic criteria is still incredibly valuable. This is because identifying a pathogenic PTEN mutation allows for targeted genetic testing in family members and initiation of cancer screening and risk reduction in relatives who test positive and are therefore at increased risk. Knowing the PTEN mutation also allows assisted reproductive technologies such as preimplantation genetic diagnosis to be utilized to avoid CS in the future offspring of patients with CS.

The NCCN has proposed separate guidelines for PTEN testing, as summarized in Table 4.42 It is important to note that the guidelines for PTEN testing are far less stringent than the clinical diagnostic criteria for CS. Given that the CS phenotype is quite variable between affected individuals, the more relaxed testing guidelines help to account for the limitations inherent in assessment of CS. Researchers at the Cleveland Clinic and Ohio State University have also created online PTEN mutation prediction models.2,57 By entering a patient’s phenotypic information, these models can provide an estimation of the likelihood of a patient testing positive for a pathogenic PTEN mutation. It is recommended that the same management recommendations be followed for individuals who do not currently meet diagnostic criteria for CS, but in whom a PTEN mutation is identified, as for individuals with a clinical diagnosis of CS.

When evaluating a patient for CS, the patient’s medical and physical phenotype should be compared with the most current clinical diagnostic criteria for CS, as well as the guidelines for PTEN testing. Genetic testing should be offered when appropriate. The physical examination
The increased risk for malignancy in individuals with CS warrants tailored surveillance and recommendations for risk reduction. These are the primary longitudinal care recommendations for individuals with CS. The NCCN has determined a set of management guidelines for individuals with CS (summarized in Table 5), which are reviewed annually.22 These screening and risk reduction interventions are recommended for individuals with a known pathogenic mutation in PTEN or who meet the current diagnostic criteria for CS in the absence of an identifiable mutation. All of these recommendations can be further tailored to the individual patient’s personal and family history of cancer, which may be of significant help when evaluating patients who nearly meet the clinical diagnostic criteria and/or PTEN testing guidelines for CS.57

**Table 4 Genetic testing criteria (NCCN criteria)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major criteria</th>
<th>Minor criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follicular thyroid cancer</td>
<td>Renal cell carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple GI hamartomas or ganglioneuromas</td>
<td>Papillary (including follicular variant) thyroid cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muco-cutaneous lesions (at least one biopsy proven trichilemmoma, multiple palmpoplantar keratoses, oral mucosal papillomatosis)</td>
<td>Thyroid structural lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keratoses, oral mucosal papillomatosis (multifocal or extensive), or multiple cutaneous facial papules</td>
<td>Single GI hamartoma or ganglioneuroma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrocephaly (megalocephaly)</td>
<td>Three or more areas of esophageal glycogenic acanthosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macular pigmentation of glans penis</td>
<td>Lipomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testicular lipomatosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vascular anomalies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autism spectrum disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental retardation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Adapted with permission from the NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Breast and Ovarian V.2.2015. © 2015 National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. All rights reserved. The NCCN Guidelines® and illustrations herein may not be reproduced in any form for any purpose without the express written permission of the NCCN. To view the most recent and complete version of the NCCN Guidelines, go online to NCCN.org. National Comprehensive Cancer Network®, NCCN®, NCCN Guidelines®, and all other NCCN Content are trademarks owned by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. 24

Abbreviations: BRRS, Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome; CS, Cowden syndrome; GI, gastrointestinal; PHTS, PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome; PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10; NCCN, National Comprehensive Cancer Network.

should be tailored to assess for features of CS, including a skin examination and measurement of head circumference. Having access to a dermatologist familiar with CS, as well as a dedicated gastrointestinal pathologist to review any gastrointestinal biopsies/polyps, can be of significant help when evaluating patients who nearly meet the clinical diagnostic criteria and/or PTEN testing guidelines for CS.57

Genetic testing techniques related to evaluation of hereditary cancer have changed significantly over the past few years. Next-generation sequencing techniques have been shown to be more sensitive in identifying low-level mosaicism in blood lymphocytes than traditional Sanger sequencing.15 This new testing technology has the potential to improve mutation detection rates in CS and many other genetic diseases. Next-generation sequencing has also allowed for the development of multigene panels. These panels can focus on hereditary risk for a specific type of cancer (eg, breast, colon), or can include genes that predispose to a wide variety of cancers. The number of genes included in each panel and the magnitude of cancer risk that mutations in these genes confer can also vary significantly depending on the laboratory offering the test.

Since PTEN mutations confer increased risks for multiple common cancers (ie, breast, colon, endometrial), PTEN is commonly included in many hereditary cancer gene panels.15 The widespread presence of PTEN in these multigene panels will mean that more individuals who do not meet the NCCN guidelines for PTEN testing will be tested (eg, women with premenopausal breast cancer who have no other features of CS). One outcome may be that the phenotypic spectrum of CS/PHTS will increase as pathogenic PTEN mutations are identified in individuals who do not have the classical features of CS. On the other hand, while it has been suspected for many years that CS is underdiagnosed, wider uptake of PTEN testing via gene panels may provide more evidence that CS is truly rare. In either scenario, lifetime cancer risk estimates, as well as screening/risk reduction recommendations for individuals with CS, will continue to be refined with this new influx of information.

The genetic counseling process becomes increasingly important with the availability of next-generation sequencing panels. Testing multiple genes simultaneously increases the probability of identifying unexpected clinically relevant results, as well as variants of uncertain significance. Having a trained genetic counselor involved in the CS assessment and genetic testing process provides patients and their physicians with assistance in interpreting difficult results as well as access to appropriate research studies and continuous follow-up support resources.57

**Management**

The increased risk for malignancy in individuals with CS warrants tailored surveillance and recommendations for risk reduction. These are the primary longitudinal care recommendations for individuals with CS. The NCCN has determined a set of management guidelines for individuals with CS (summarized in Table 5), which are reviewed annually.22 These screening and risk reduction interventions are recommended for individuals with a known pathogenic mutation in PTEN or who meet the current diagnostic criteria for CS in the absence of an identifiable mutation. All of these recommendations can be further tailored to the individual patient’s personal and family history of cancer, which may
Table 5  NCCN management recommendations with ages of initiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breast (female)</th>
<th>Screening</th>
<th>Risk reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 25 years (or 5–10 years before earliest known breast cancer in the family): clinical breast examination every 6–12 months</td>
<td>Consider risk-reducing bilateral mastectomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 30–35 years (or individualized based on earliest age of onset in the family): annual mammogram and breast MRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genitourinary</th>
<th>Prompt attention to any symptoms of endometrial cancer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 30–35 years: consider annual random endometrial biopsies and/or ultrasound</td>
<td>Consider risk-reducing hysterectomy on completion of childbearing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 40 years: consider renal ultrasound every 1–2 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thyroid</th>
<th>Annual thyroid examination and thyroid ultrasound</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 18 years (or 5–10 years before earliest known thyroid cancer in the family):</td>
<td>Consider risk-reducing hysterectomy on completion of childbearing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Consider periodic dermatology examinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gastrointestinal</th>
<th>Colonoscopy every 5 years (more frequently if symptomatic or polyps are present)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 35 years: colonoscopy every 5 years (more frequently if symptomatic or polyps are present)</td>
<td>Consider risk-reducing hysterectomy on completion of childbearing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain/cognitive</th>
<th>In childhood: consider psychomotor assessment and brain MRI if symptomatic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Annual physical examination</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 18 years (or 5 years before the youngest age of diagnosis of a Cowden syndrome-related cancer in the family):</td>
<td>Consider risk-reducing hysterectomy on completion of childbearing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Adapted with permission from the NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: Breast and Ovarian V.2.2015. © 2015 National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. All rights reserved. The NCCN Guidelines® and illustrations herein may not be reproduced in any form for any purpose without the express written permission of the NCCN. To view the most recent and complete version of the NCCN Guidelines, go online to NCCN.org. National Comprehensive Cancer Network®, NCCN®, NCCN Guidelines®, and all other NCCN Content are trademarks owned by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc.®

Abbreviations: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NCCN, National Comprehensive Cancer Network.

warrant earlier or more frequent screening, or screening for additional cancers than are typically associated with CS. Some researchers have proposed more stringent and intensive screening and recommendations for risk reduction based on the higher lifetime cancer risks reported from their studies, as well as the reports of childhood-onset thyroid cancers in some affected individuals.42

Beyond screening, risk reduction measures are available for some of the increased cancer risks associated with CS. Prophylactic mastectomy and/or hysterectomy can be considered for reduction of a woman’s risk of breast and endometrial cancers, respectively. The benefits, limitations, and risks of these surgeries should be discussed thoroughly with women diagnosed to have CS. Colonoscopy provides both screening and risk reduction with regard to colorectal cancer. While individuals with CS may develop numerous gastrointestinal polyps even at young ages, the lifetime risk of developing gastrointestinal cancer appears to be much lower than is seen in other hereditary polyposis conditions, such as familial adenomatous polyposis and Peutz-Jeghers syndrome. Individuals with CS should be encouraged to participate in clinical trials and other research studies, as more data are needed regarding the optical management of CS.

Conclusion

The diagnostic complexity surrounding CS highlights the need for continued international collaboration to assess cohorts of individuals with CS and further define the penetrance of both malignant and nonmalignant features. It is very difficult to follow a large enough cohort of patients with CS to make highly reliable estimates of phenotype penetrance. Having a cohort that includes not only probands presenting with features of CS and who have an identifiable PTEN mutation, but also a large number of their PTEN-positive at-risk relatives is ideal. These relatives may include more individuals at the mild end of the phenotypic spectrum, who were not identified for CS evaluation until their relative was already diagnosed. Also, as broad genetic testing technologies like whole exome and whole genome sequencing become more affordable and more clinically available to the general population, our knowledge about both rare hereditary diseases like CS and common diseases will increase. In the interim, continued collaboration between health care providers in multiple specialties will help to provide a more complete diagnostic evaluation and more comprehensive follow-up care for patients with CS.
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